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The problem with feedback

Helen Foster-Collins[1], Richard Conn[2], Tim Dornan[2], Michael Lloyd[2], Karen Mattick[1]

Abstract

Feedback can be a powerful tool for promoting healthcare safety. However, 'feedback' as a concept tends to embody a number of implicit assumptions arising from behaviourist educational traditions, such as power differentials between feedback providers and receivers, unidirectionality of transmission, and simple notions of 'error'. Such assumptions can present challenges when designing and implementing feedback initiatives to address complex problems within healthcare such as improving prescribing. Sociocultural conceptions of feedback may be helpful in such cases, so that correspondingly complex solutions can be formulated.

The purpose of this article therefore, is to step back and reconsider the nature and value of the term ‘feedback’ when applied to complex healthcare problems. We consider a number of different conceptions, definitions and understandings of feedback, using our own research on optimising prescribing as a case study and drawing upon our joint reflexive discussions as a team. In doing so, we examine the differences between simple, complicated and complex problems and how these might relate to feedback in medical education. We also explore alternative but related terms to feedback, considering their similarities, differences, and the appropriateness of each when applied to complex activities such as prescribing. Finally, we reflect on the dilemma of whether the medical education community should persevere with using a term which eludes embedded shared conceptualisation, perhaps redefining it to better reflect contemporary usage, or embrace a different term altogether.

By sharing our experiences as a research team grappling with a challenging topic, we hope to engage with the wider community and their insights, in order to benefit our own research and the medical education research field.
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Introduction: why talk about feedback?

At its simplest, feedback may be defined as any ‘information provided by an agent (e.g., teacher, peer, book, parent, self, experience) regarding aspects of one's performance or understanding’ (Hattie and Timperley, 2007). Such
information is delivered with the aim of closing the ‘gap’ between ‘appropriate standards’ and performance (Boud and Molloy, 2013), or intended and actual outcomes (Sadler, 1989). However, ‘feedback’ is not always explicitly defined or discussed in literature which uses the term (Ridder et al., 2008), leaving it open to interpretation. Educators therefore inevitably draw upon their own understandings of what it is to give or receive feedback, influenced by previous educational experiences and by wider societal understandings, which themselves often have origins in behaviourist educational traditions.

Behaviourist theories of education generally conceptualise learning as a cognitive activity undertaken by individuals (Beckett and Hager, 2002). Knowledge is seen as relatively static, and transferable from one person to another. Conventionally, this involves a teacher (who is the expert), explaining topics verbally or in written form to a learner (who is the novice) and a more or less passive ‘container’ for new knowledge (Bereiter, 2002; Hager, 2004). The learner may subsequently reflect upon this knowledge and modify future plans based upon these new understandings. Such approaches may, to an extent, apply to specific types of learning such as the rote memorisation of facts or learning the steps of routine procedures. Feedback in these instances may be fairly straightforward, consisting of affirmation or correction; for example, the substitution of correct facts for incorrect ones (notwithstanding social factors such as how feedback is delivered and the effects of this on the receiver). However, the tasks which healthcare professionals undertake are frequently much more involved; requiring the synthesis of changing signs and symptoms with current medical knowledge (Hancock and Mattick, 2012), collaboration and interaction with other professionals, and decision-making which is embedded in wider social and organisational systems (Bull, Mattick and Postlethwaite, 2013).

Sociocultural theories of learning can be beneficial for understanding how learning operates in such contexts. In particular, highlighting the collaborative and social nature of learning in the workplace, often undertaken with and alongside others, which may involve modelling, observation and joint activity, questioning by both learners and educators, and the co-production of meaning through discussion. Learning within healthcare may also require an understanding of local social and organisational contexts. Feedback in these environments therefore needs to be more nuanced than simple correction of error, due to complexity of - the situations encountered, gaining a comprehensive understanding of the ‘problems’ to be resolved, and the solutions devised to address these. Prescribing is one such activity which is typically complex, and this brings us to the distinction between problems which are simple, complicated and complex.

### Simple, complicated and complex problems

Problems, and the interventions used to address them, have been described as simple, complicated or complex (Rogers, 2008). **Simple** problems such as following a recipe might be solved by following a standardised set of instructions (i.e. the recipe) and, so long as these instructions are good ones and carefully followed, one can be confident of a good result (Glouberman and Zimmerman, 2004). **More complicated** problems, such as sending a rocket to the moon, require specific expertise and the solving of different sub-problems, but one can learn from the mistakes and successes of the past meaning that the outcomes of future endeavours are relatively predictable. Finally, there are problems which may be described as **complex**, due to factors which are uncertain and changeable over time, situated in local contexts, operating on multiple levels, and interacting in non-linear, unpredictable ways. Raising a child is one such type of challenge, in which neither expertise nor the strict application of rules and principles can overcome the inherent uncertainty of outcome. Rather, tailored solutions, modified as circumstances arise, are the norm.

In Table 1 are described the features of these different types of problem, using illustrative examples from prescribing. This process typically entails the solving of simple and complicated problems, such as filling out the
allergy section of a prescription chart and calculating drug doses using a formula, but is also made complex through the influence of many interacting individual and systemic factors, which lead to varying, unpredictable outcomes. Due to this complexity, there are no single solutions or 'answers'; prescribing rests upon professional judgement, using the best knowledge available at the time, often drawing upon the perspectives and expertise of multiple professionals.

Table 1: The features of simple, complicated and complex problems[^a], using the example of prescribing enoxaparin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem type</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Documentation of allergy section on prescription chart: e.g. rash with enoxaparin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simple</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular, stable, solvable problems linear, e.g. following a recipe</td>
<td>1. Formal instructions or procedures essential</td>
<td>There is a standard procedure for completing the allergy section on a prescription chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Replication is straightforward and allows testing</td>
<td>This procedure can be learned and repeated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Experience/expertise are helpful (e.g. specific techniques or terminology) but not essential</td>
<td>With repetition, procedures may become routine and details memorised (e.g. abbreviations such as NKDA - No Known Drug Allergies), but one might also consult external documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Standardisation of outcomes</td>
<td>Given the same input (e.g. patient details on file and medication prescribed), the output should be the same i.e. the allergy chart should contain the same information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. The best instructions should give the best results</td>
<td>Prescribers can be given tips on how to ensure the chart is completed correctly and legibly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complicated</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composed of multiple interacting elements and subsets of problems, e.g. sending a rocket to the moon[^c]</td>
<td>1. Formulae are necessary but not sufficient</td>
<td>Performing a drug calculation: e.g. 1mg/kg twice daily dose of enoxaparin for an 80kg patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Experience of procedures and obtaining good results increases assurance of future success</td>
<td>Formulae are necessary, but other components are also required e.g. observation of characteristics such as body weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Specialised expertise required, may require coordination of components/teams</td>
<td>With experience of doing calculations, they should become more accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. The problem and outcomes desired are similar on each occasion</td>
<td>For instance, the ability to perform mathematical calculations such as converting between ratios and percentages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Outcomes are relatively predictable, if known solutions to common issues are used</td>
<td>Although each calculation may be slightly different, there a set number of skills which, once acquired, can be used to solve future calculations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[^a]: Using the example of prescribing enoxaparin.
Prescribing: e.g. deciding on treatment for a suspected pulmonary embolism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex Dynamic, situated, multi-level, non-linear, elements of uncertainty and ambiguity e.g. raising a child[c]</th>
<th>1. Formulae of limited value</th>
<th>Formulae are useful during certain steps of the prescribing process (e.g. drug dose calculations) but only form one part of a complex process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Experience is useful but gives no assurance of future success</td>
<td>Even with increasing knowledge, outcomes can be influenced by situational factors, interpersonal relationships and wider systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Expertise may contribute to success but may not be necessary or sufficient</td>
<td>Both junior staff members and experienced experts commit errors and contribute towards the occurrence of prescribing errors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Every problem and its solution are unique</td>
<td>Experienced professionals can spot familiar patterns, allowing them to make professional judgements, but no situation or solution is identical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Uncertainty of outcome</td>
<td>Prescribing is inherently uncertain, given ambiguous symptoms, variations in patient factors, medication response and disease progression, drug interactions and so on, meaning that a ‘correct’ answer is difficult to determine, even in hindsight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[a\] Adapted from Glouberman and Zimmerman, 2004, p.2  
\[b\] Cristancho, Lingard and Regehr, 2017  
\[c\] Glouberman and Zimmerman, 2004  
\[d\] Maxwell and Wilkinson, 2007  
\[e\] Some drug dose calculations might be regarded as complex; e.g. the pharmacokinetic calculations required for narrow index drugs, given small differences between therapeutic and toxic doses, and possible interactions with underlying health conditions, demographic features or other drugs (Bliss et al., 2010)  
\[f\] Wheeler et al., 2004

**Prescribing as a complex activity**

In order to contextualise our reflections on the term feedback, it is necessary to further describe the features of prescribing which make it an inherently complex task (McLellan et al., 2012). The prescribing process involves numerous stages, can involve multiple healthcare professionals, and is situated within complex social and material environments; necessarily problematising any unidimensional understandings of what feedback in this context might entail. This complexity was neatly illustrated by a process model of prescribing (in this case, focusing on antibiotic prescribing in hospitals), developed to uncover the many disturbances or ‘hot spots’ which might contribute to error, suggesting multiple targets for intervention (Kajamaa et al., 2019). As illustrated by this model and other research by the team, prescribing is a far from ‘clear-cut’ process and is rooted within the social contexts in which prescribing occurs (Dornan et al., 2009, McLellan et al., 2015). For instance, although junior doctors are frequently those who write up prescriptions, the prescribing decision itself can involve a variety of people. Senior physicians often give initial instructions, pharmacists and other specialists may discuss and advise, nurses administer medications and provide a further error safety-net, and patients may or may not continue medication regimes following discharge from hospital. Prescribing decisions are also not one-off events, but are regularly reviewed in response to changeable factors such as patient condition and location, side effects, test results, and changes of diagnoses (Kajamaa et al., 2019) given the uncertain and provisional nature of professional medical judgement (Cristancho, Lingard and Regehr, 2017).

These prescribing decisions take place within healthcare environments known to be hectic, demanding and time pressured, with clinicians experiencing frequent interruptions (Rivera-Rodriguez and Karsh, 2010). Interruptions can lead to a loss of task-related information in memory, including intended plans of action (Parker and Coiera, 2000), and introduce errors into the prescription writing process itself (Conn et al., 2019). They can also inhibit critical thinking processes and the holistic understanding of clinical situations required to make good decisions (Chisholm et al., 2001). Other environmental features which may negatively influence prescribing decision-making and writing include: fatigue from long shifts and night working, high workloads and understaffing which cause clinicians to multi-task and feel ‘rushed’, a lack of immediate advice from others, and difficulties accessing patient information (Dornan et al., 2009; Ross et al., 2013; Westbrook et al., 2018). Relational aspects of prescribing are also key, as
hierarchies and dominant professional cultures can inhibit support-seeking behaviours and the questioning of doubtful decisions (Bannan et al., 2019; Charani et al., 2019; Kajamaa et al., 2019). Junior doctors have been the particular focus of many prescribing feedback interventions, given difficult transitions into practice and insufficient prior educational experiences of realistic, clinically-situated prescribing decisions (McLellan et al., 2015).

Given this complexity and breadth of the prescribing process, and the multiplicity of factors which can contribute to error, it seems evident that prescribing feedback interventions also need to be complex - to fully explore which factors may contribute to prescribing performance, and to inform plans of action to improve future prescribing. Our understandings of ‘feedback’ in this context should therefore be equally nuanced, given that they will inform both the feedback interventions devised and solutions to ensure their implementation. Ensuring that such interventions become embedded in routine healthcare practice is a key aim of this research team (see Table 2).

Our reflective journey (Method)

As part of an externally-funded project exploring how to improve prescribing feedback for early career doctors, we identified a possible barrier as the word feedback itself, with the co-authors each holding subtly different ideas, beliefs and assumptions about feedback, shaped through their multiple research, teaching and prescribing roles. In addition, through the stakeholder workshops convened for the project, we realised that patients, practitioners and policy makers also held long-established beliefs and assumptions about the term feedback, which were sometimes at odds with our own. We found Barry et al.’s paper (1999) ‘Using reflexivity to optimize teamwork in qualitative research’ a useful guide to thinking and talking about our own assumptions and conceptualisations, through reflection as a team. Reflexivity emphasizes an awareness of the researcher’s own presence in the research process and is often seen as an individual activity. However, Barry and colleagues proposed that "reflexivity [be] employed as a team activity, through the sharing of reflexive writing (accounts of personal agendas, hidden assumptions, and theoretical definitions) and group discussions about arising issues". In this team, we felt that through purposely uncovering team members’ ‘fore-understandings’, and drawing upon their diverse knowledge and experience bases, this would provoke discussion, widen perspectives and generate a wider variety of solutions. Our sharing of reflexive writing and group discussions occurred both implicitly, through the bid writing process, teleconferences and email exchanges, and explicitly, through team meetings and the co-writing of this article. We agree that the benefits of these activities to quality include “increasing rigor, and encouraging richer conceptual analysis and interpretation”. Throughout the project we have discussed and debated the key theoretical concepts which apply to our research, and some of these reflections are presented in this article.

Table 2: About the project.
Optimising prescribing

Previous research by this team has consistently demonstrated that feedback interventions can substantially reduce prescribing errors (Parker et al., 2019), but such interventions have not always been adopted or sustained as part of routine healthcare practice and postgraduate training. Understanding barriers to implementation is key to ensuring that research evidence is translated into action. With support from ESRC Impact Acceleration funding, our research team has brought together diverse academic and external partners who represent medical education, policy-makers, and clinical practice. These partners are currently engaging with a wide community of key stakeholders, including pharmacists, doctors, nurses, patients, educational programme directors and policy makers, as well as organisations such as the Academic Health Science Network, whose purpose it is to strengthen connections between research and healthcare (The AHSN Network, 2020). This project seeks to gain a richer understanding of patient perspectives on prescribing, the financial costs and benefits of interventions, and the barriers and enablers within healthcare systems, to generate novel solutions. This will lead to the production of an ‘Optimising prescribing toolkit’ shared via our project website, which provides resources for clinical practitioners to spread knowledge of best practice, and policy makers quick access to evidence syntheses to support policy change.

The problem with feedback (Results)

Although ‘common-sense’ conceptions of feedback are not homogenous, they frequently encompass a number of implicit assumptions which we feel may constrain what feedback is able to achieve with regard to optimising tasks such as prescribing. These issues and some of our reflections upon them are shown in Table 3. Given these thorny issues concerning the term feedback, we endeavoured as a group to brainstorm and research suitable alternatives, and these are outlined, with a consideration of their strengths and weaknesses, in Table 4.

Table 3: Implicit assumptions about the term ‘feedback’, reflections and alternative approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implicit assumptions</th>
<th>Reflections and alternative approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unidirectionality and fixed ‘roles’</strong></td>
<td>Previous work has demonstrated that learners prefer interactive, dialogic approaches over unidirectional forms of feedback (Ramani and Krackow, 2012). This team has also found that collaborative prescribing conversations with bi-directional flows of information, questions and feedback, to support joint reflection, can be more effective – for increasing knowledge and understanding of both prescribers and feedback facilitators, and to highlight salient features of prescribing environments which may contribute to error (Parker et al., 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The term feedback usually suggests unidirectional information flows from teacher to student, where each performs fixed roles in the process (Ridder et al., 2008). However, given that human communication evolved as a dialogic process (Garrod and Pickering, 2004), this reduction of feedback to ‘transmission’ can reduce learner agency (Molloy, 2010) and inhibit joint exploration, which might otherwise naturally unfold and take conversations in unpredictable directions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Power differentials

Such ideas of feedback-giver and feedback recipient suggest power differentials between those who possess superior knowledge, information and experience, and those who lack it. Employing ‘deficit’ models of feedback may inhibit learners from asking questions, thinking through ideas out loud, or from requesting tailored feedback, leading to provision of advice which fails to meet their specific needs (Ramani et al., 2019). Imbalances of perceived power can also cause differential sources of knowledge, expertise and information (whether those be healthcare professionals, patients, or a study of processes and systems), to be unrecognised or under-appreciated.

During our first workshop, which sought to include patient and public voices, it was noted that prescriber and patient attendees held a variety of conceptions about what feedback entailed and who might be qualified to provide it. For instance, some patients appeared happy to view themselves as ‘experts’ in their own condition and care, and desired greater levels of control through discourse with their physicians; others expressed feeling unqualified as laymen novices to give feedback to highly trained professionals. More democratic approaches to feedback might therefore draw upon a wide variety of information sources to facilitate knowledge exchange. However, to achieve this the effects of shared social understandings regarding who or what serve as viable sources of information need to be addressed.

### Duality

Related to this, feedback is often interpreted as a process which involves two people. Given the number of professionals involved in complex decisions such as prescribing, feedback needs to reflect this multidirectionality.

There have been some attempts to address this concern within medical education through the use of multisource feedback (MSF), also known as 360° feedback. For this, feedback is gathered from multiple allied healthcare professionals (AHCPs), patients, peers and administrative staff, in addition to clinical and educational supervisors, to assess physician competency and progress. However, research suggests that both provision and acceptance of MSF can be constrained by social barriers such as ward culture, power imbalances, and perceptions of role and expertise, particularly if unidirectional in nature (Yama et al., 2018).

### Individual change

The term may suggest a goal of individual change. However, it is not possible to wholly separate individuals and their actions from surrounding social and organisational systems, and this is especially important when striving to enact change within complex systems such as healthcare (Greig, Entwistle and Beech, 2012).

Broadening the focus to encompass systems as-a-whole can inform more holistic understandings of the affordances and barriers presented to prescribing individuals and professional groups (Engestrom, 2000). It may also suggest multiple solutions, at levels which are both individual and systemic.

### Associations

The term feedback may provoke particular associations (such as assessment or personal judgement) in those who anticipate receiving it, based on their past experiences - mediating the ways it is received, processed and understood, and therefore its effectiveness in facilitating positive change. Similarly, providers and facilitators may hold their own preconceptions about the ‘script’ that feedback encounters should follow. If there are mismatches between these understandings which remain unacknowledged, this can inhibit effective communication (Sender Liberman et al., 2005).

Even for professionals working with the same feedback scripts in mind, if these encompass the features discussed above (of unidirectionality, expert-novice power relations and individual change), this is likely to limit what can be achieved within a feedback encounter. For example, feedback providers and recipients may adopt socially-understood roles such as ‘diagnostician’ or ‘attentive listener’, leading to asymmetric interactions (Delany and Molloy, 2009).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building on the above point regarding associations, our understandings of feedback and the way we think it should be implemented can also have emotional impacts for those giving and receiving feedback. Although the ability of feedback to elicit negative emotions and impair performance in recipients has long been noted (Kluger and DeNisi, 1996), this aspect may not be adequately captured by current definitions. Good feedback requires rapport, empathy, respect and trust (Sender Liberman et al., 2005), features which may be taken for granted but are notable when absent. Attempts to manage difficult emotions provoked by traditional expert-novice feedback relationships may lead to avoidance of delivering ‘bad news’ (Ende, 1983) or reticence in soliciting feedback (Mann et al., 2011), resulting in learning opportunities being missed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Such dilemmas again emphasise the need for notions of feedback which extend beyond transmission of factual information to acknowledge its social dimension (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick, 2006). Although the role of both positive and negative emotions in changing practice, at individual and system level, has not yet been sufficiently explored (Carrieri et al., 2020), it has been noted that feelings of psychological safety are required for learners to be productively involved in learning from feedback (Johnson, Keating and Molloy, 2020).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language and dialogue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional notions of feedback often fail to explicitly recognise the way in feedback communications are mediated by language and ‘talk’. Viewed as teachers instructing students on how to meet required standards, we can see that misunderstandings regarding intention and meaning of feedback can readily occur, due to socially situated differences in interpretation (Torres and Anguiano, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If we move away from notions of feedback-as-transmission towards more dialogic approaches, we could suggest that two or more individuals can co-produce shared understandings of ‘good practice’ and plan together how this might be achieved. Multidirectional dialogue allows prescribers and feedback facilitators to create an ‘educational alliance’ (Telio, Ajjawi and Regehr, 2015), through which they co-construct understandings of past events such as prescribing errors, and negotiate or identify possible solutions and actions. In this way, feedback doesn’t transfer good practice; it remakes practice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notions of ‘error’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In prescribing, feedback may be inherently bound to notions of ‘error’, implying the possibility of identifying a single individual who is responsible, at a single place and point in time. In reality, errors are difficult to attribute in this way but are situated contextually - arising from a multistep process, involving multiple professionals, and unfolding over time and place. A narrow focus on technically-defined errors may also lead to other aspects of what we might call ‘good prescribing’ being neglected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our conversations with workshop participants, and past research on patient perspectives of medical safety, have highlighted how patients’ priorities around medical safety may differ to those of healthcare professionals’. Patient definitions of ‘error’ may extend beyond technical-organisational definitions to include such aspects as management of symptoms and pain, and effective communication of information (Collier, Sorensen and Iedema, 2016). Understanding how patients and the public understand ‘good prescribing’, and therefore the nature of the feedback required to achieve this, is one important strand of our team’s research.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notions of ‘success’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The idea of giving feedback to correct errors in the prescribing process also rests on assumptions that good prescribing and prescribing expertise are stable, widely-understood concepts. However, the idea that there can be ‘correct’ answers in prescribing would be misleading; rather one might aim for better outcomes in what are inevitably situations of uncertainty, through the development of professional judgement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given this uncertainty, there is a benefit to sharing information and gaining multiple perspectives, so as to collaboratively formulate what good prescribing ‘looks like’ in a given situation, and strategies for moving in that direction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Complexity

Complex professional learning environments such as clinical workplaces exhibit the features of change, uncertainty and unpredictability (McLellan et al., 2015). Feedback, conceptualised as unidirectional transfers of information between knowledgeable experts and novice learners, un-mediated by emotional responses or language, and un-situated in holistic understandings of social and organisational systems, are therefore likely to be insufficient when applied in these settings.

When faced with the task of optimising complex activities, the mechanisms through which this can be achieved, including feedback, must themselves be complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Features, strengths and weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feed-forward</td>
<td>Feed-forward is a more ‘positive’ term, focussing as it does on future practice rather than past mistakes, thus perhaps reducing negative emotional associations. However, both of these techniques retain as a ‘key ingredient’, a focus on reducing discrepancies between preferred and actual standards for individual learners (p. 1171, Kluger and Dijk, 2010). Therefore, as for traditional feedback, they may neglect to capture some of the more systemic or multi-professional aspects of the complex process of prescribing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Alternative terms for ‘feedback’, and a consideration of their features, strengths and weaknesses.
**Briefing and debriefing**

Systems thinking approaches aim to better understand complex, dynamic environments such as healthcare through a holistic focus on organisational dynamics, interrelationships and repeated patterns, rather than static 'snapshots' of single events, individuals or moments in time (Atun, Coker and McKee, 2008). By understanding how the actions and interactions of individuals are shaped, encouraged or constrained by surrounding contexts, it may be possible to identify ‘latent’ or systemic causes underlying human error. The aim of such approaches is to move beyond a reductionist focus on individual change or blame, which may actually decrease patient safety through discouraging error disclosure, to promote positive ‘safety cultures’ (Colbert et al., 2011). Arising from aviation procedures, some healthcare organisations conduct ‘root cause analyses’ (RCA) after adverse events, and failure modes and effects analyses (FMEA) to proactively identify systemic weak points. This may include feedback from patients and information on near-misses (National Patient Safety Agency, 2004). Given that medical culture can be resistant to change, with physicians learning to tolerate or adapt to systemic threats (Waring, 2007), the solutions devised from the findings of RCAs and FMEAs need to be multilevel, with individuals, teams, tasks and organisations all being targeted (Department of Health, 2000), and effective communication of what change is needed and why. This typically occurs via **briefing** sessions at the start of shifts and **debriefing** sessions afterwards, to identify actual or potential safety issues, and avenues of improvement (National Patient Safety Agency, 2004).

The term debriefing was used in a somewhat different sense within MITS (Making Insulin Treatment Safer), an intervention which supports prescribers to optimise insulin prescribing, to increase safety and improve patient experiences. MITS employs case-based discussions (CbDs) to provide safe spaces for prescribers to reflect on recent prescribing events with the support of trained debriefers, who may be doctors, pharmacists, nurses or patient advocates (Queen’s University Belfast, 2019). **Debriefers** are present to facilitate this discussion rather than play the role of ‘expert’ or critic. Together, the debriefer and prescriber identify areas of good practice and those which require change, set goals, plan actions, and devise ways to overcome any barriers identified. This process is based on smac² (Carrington et al., 2018), a tool designed to raise *situational awareness*, and aims to empower professionals and patients to support one another through genuine communication, empathy and respect.

The MITS team is now moving towards the term **guided reflection** (see below), given reservations about the term debriefing. Given its origins in responses to dealing with adverse incidents, it may not be the most apt term to use in relation to our objective of optimising prescribing, as although this includes the aim of preventing clinically defined errors it also encompasses the improvement of prescribing practice more generally.
**Situation awareness**

Situation awareness (SA), another concept derived from aviation and now applied to healthcare, refers to agents’ changing levels of awareness and understanding of their environments, including salient ‘cues’ which might indicate threats to safety or the need for action, and future projections of events (Salmon et al., 2008; Gardner, Kosemund and Martinez, 2017). Situation awareness was originally conceptualised as a psychological phenomenon, encompassing what individuals perceive, gather information about and understand of their surroundings. However, a more holistic approach is to see SA as distributed across human and technological agents working together in collaborative systems. Here, knowledge is stored not just as mental representations within individual minds, but also through the shared social understandings and routine practices of teams, within electronic devices, documents and artefacts, and communicated via interactions between these agents (Salmon et al., 2008; Fioratou et al., 2010; Stanton et al., 2010).

As a term, situational awareness might be considered as one component of the process of identifying factors which contribute to error or non-optimal practice in prescribing. However, it may not be appropriate to describe the practice of feedback as a whole, given a scope which may include but goes beyond technical analyses of environments and their features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guided, facilitated or supported reflections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>These have been described by the team as ‘conversations with a purpose’, the idea being that prescribers reflect upon their practice with the support of facilitators who can guide, question and provide alternative perspectives based on their particular expertise and experience (whether that be as a patient advocate or senior medical practitioner). The principles on which these reflective episodes rest are that true learning can only occur in spaces which encourage psychological safety, free from judgement, with two-way flows of information so that the ‘system’ may also learn from the individual experiences of prescribers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The word reflection might equally apply to individuals or groups thinking about a problem. The words *guided*, *facilitated* and *supported* all suggest the presence of persons who may aid this process, without the power differentials implied by the term *feedback*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structured case-based discussions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case-based discussions (CbD) is a phrase currently employed in postgraduate medical education to refer to formal discussions between foundation trainee doctors and their clinical supervisors about specific recent cases, as a tool for professional learning and formative assessment (Bindal, Wall and Goodyear, 2011).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An advantage of this term is that it is already understood to be a reflective discussion which gives the learner an opportunity to talk about their own experiences, and therefore goes beyond unidirectional feedback provision. However, given its current use, CBDs may imply a hierarchical structure involving an expert teacher and novice learner, and have associations with assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prescribing conversation or dialogue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The word dialogue suggests multiple loops of feedback. Prescribing feedback conversations was the term employed in one of this teams’ projects, and was distinguished from ordinary conceptions of feedback to denote feedback events which provide a reflective space, involve joint meaning-making, and collective construction of goals and plans of action (Parker et al., 2019).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The word dialogue suggests an interaction between two parties. The word conversation has broader societal meanings and connotations, implying interactions which are democratic (between parties of equal standing), accessible, with a natural flow of information and ideas in (at least) two directions, and a somewhat unpredictable destination. It may therefore have the advantage of disrupting the formal scripts of behaviour we often hold in mind, and the roles which we adopt, when we think about the word feedback.
Prescribing consultation

This may pose an alternative to ‘prescribing conversation’, implying perhaps a more situated and professional event than conversations which occur during everyday life.

This more professional implication might be seen as an advantage or disadvantage, depending on the level of formality desired and the people involved in a prescribing feedback event. For example, if patient representatives are acting as facilitators then ‘consultation’ might feel exclusive of non-medically trained professionals.

Reconceptualising feedback

An alternative approach to this problem would be to retain the term feedback but reconceptualise it, clearly defining the terms of its use when applied within complex systems such as healthcare education and practice. According to Ridder et al. (2008, p.194) a good definition

“...should increase conceptual understanding, provides insight into a concept's characteristics and explains concept specificity, precision and generalisability; reveals tacit assumptions or presumptions; discloses premises, and makes concept features plain. [It] also specifies procedures to identify or to produce the defined concept reliably.”

There has been much literature exploring what constitutes effective feedback; one distinction commonly made is between feedback which is constructive and that which is non-constructive. Constructive feedback aims to correct errors and support learning so as to enhance future performance (Zohar and Smith, 2009) by providing a ‘path to improvement’ (Fong et al., 2018, p. 43). Various features of feedback have been proposed to ensure it is constructive, including accuracy, specificity and relevance, direct observation of the learner undertaking tasks, and the observer/feedback-giver having personal knowledge of the learner (Branch and Paranjape, 2002; Van Hell et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2011; Dornan, 2012; Omer and Abdularhim, 2017). There is additionally evidence from systematic reviews that ensuring feedback is accompanied by explicitly stated goals and an action plan for achieving these can increase its effectiveness (Ivers et al., 2014). Feedback should be timely, non-judgmental and delivered with kindness, and feedback sources should be perceived by learners as ‘credible’, encompassing aspects such as expertise, respect and authenticity of intention (Murdoch-Eaton, 2012; Ramani and Krackow, 2012; Hobson and Malderez, 2013; Telio, Ajjawi and Regehr, 2015; Kuvaas, Buch and Dysvik, 2017). Finally, feedback which is initiated by the learner themselves, which works as a two-way process, and occurs within workplaces promoting feedback-friendly cultures, is suggested to be more effective (Deketelaere et al., 2006; Van Hell et al., 2009; Watling et al., 2012; Ramani, 2016). Clearly, many of these features are positive ones, and encompassing such aims into any definition of feedback may help avoidance of feedback which is too vague, overly critical, provided too late, or with little knowledge of specific learners’ needs. However, the compilation of tips for good feedback might perhaps be construed as promoting feedback as a simple intervention, which will surely produce good outcomes if the correct ‘recipe’ is followed.

Re-framing feedback within sociocultural theories of learning, we can see that feedback is a socially-embedded process which requires active engagement by all parties, and therefore cannot be viewed as the ‘product’ of simple steps (Price, Handley and Millar, 2011). Recent reflections by medical educators have placed the educational relationship centre stage. For example, Cantillon and Sargeant (2008) highlighted the need to establish a ‘comfortable working relationship’, so as to reduce negative emotional reactions, and Telio and colleagues (2015) have suggested that an ‘educational alliance’ between trainers and their supervisees should be developed, similar to that of the therapeutic alliance existing between therapists and their patients. This is in recognition of the social negotiation which the giving and receiving of feedback entails. Central to this relationship are learners’ beliefs about their educators regarding: a mutual understanding of the purpose of the educational relationship, an agreement about how this purpose might be jointly achieved, and mutual feelings of ‘liking, trusting and valuing’ the other (Telio,
Ajjawi and Regehr, 2015). Molloy and colleagues (Molloy, 2010; Boud and Molloy, 2013; Johnson, Keating and Molloy, 2020) have similarly emphasised the importance of positive social relationships to ensuring that feedback encounters are productive. Ideally, educators will be viewed as trusted ‘allies’, with the building of psychologically safe spaces to reduce potential ‘threats’ so that all parties might engage in open, multidirectional dialogue. These theorists have chosen to retain the term feedback, whilst challenging and expanding conceptions of what ‘feedback’ might look like within professional education. In relation to optimising prescribing, we would agree that it is essential to consider the social aspects of feedback encounters if they are to be effective.

Other researchers have distinguished between different types of feedback. Boud and Molloy (2013; Dawson et al., 2018) have characterised feedback approaches as being conventional, agentic or participatory (Feedback Mark 0, 1 and 2). Conventional feedback broadly relates to the traditional conceptions of feedback we have been deconstructing here, where feedback is something which educators initiate and provide in a unidirectional way after events have occurred, in the hope this will have positive effects for individual learners.

Agentic feedback goes further, by instigating a feedback loop, such that future feedback is tailored to learners’ needs based on observations of learner outcomes. Again, the learner is somewhat passive here, being dependent on educators to discern which gaps in their knowledge exist and what steps might be required to close them. Participatory feedback positions learners as active participants in their own learning, able to elicit the feedback they require to meet their current needs. This type of feedback is conceptualised as dialogic and relational, may involve peers or non-human sources in addition to designated ‘teachers’, and aims to develop learners’ own capacities for self-reflection. Given that this this description of agentic feedback relates to higher education rather than prescribing, it may not encompass all of the features we would value within an ideal prescribing feedback event (for instance, we might expand it to encompass consideration of wider systems). However, it is does suggest a further approach which might be taken – to define different levels or categories of feedback and the particular characteristics of each.

Dilemmas of discourse

In this article, we have considered some of the implicit assumptions which may accompany the term feedback, and the implications of this when using feedback in healthcare education, particularly in relation to improving complex activities such as prescribing. We have also suggested some alternative terms which might be used in its stead, and some alternative re-imaginings of what feedback might look like if this term is used. Given these possible approaches, to try and shift the dominant discourse which surrounds the word feedback, or to adopt or develop new terminology, we now briefly consider the pros and cons of each.

New terminology arguably frees us from historical associations, disrupting routine ways of thinking and acting. An example of this is the move from discussions of validity and reliability within qualitative research towards terms such as trustworthiness, quality and rigour (Shenton, 2004). Not all qualitative researchers make this choice, but those that do argue that ‘validity’ and ‘reliability’ imply standards of practice not appropriate when working within interpretivist paradigms (Tobin and Begley, 2004). On the other hand, there may be pragmatic arguments for retaining and redefining specific terminology, to provide continued links with past literature and allow researchers to tap into wider academic conversations. An example of this might be the continued evolution of the term resilience. Often characterised as a capacity which resides within individual learners (which can be measured or taught), ‘resilience’ has been reconceptualised by some educational researchers to include an appreciation of how social and organisational contexts may facilitate or inhibit learner agency, and therefore their capacity to enact resilience in the workplace (Johnson and Down, 2013). This use of shared lexicons across disciplines may enhance the potential for researchers from diverse theoretical backgrounds to be brought together and engage in conceptual debates, so allowing underlying meanings (and accompanying practices) to be discussed, challenged and transformed.

To solve this dilemma, it is necessary to judge the extent to which current understandings of a term such as feedback
inhibit real changes in practice, or instead provide a common ground upon which conversations amongst different parties can occur. The answer to this question may also vary depending on the particular context in which a term is being employed. Therefore, a further approach might be to define and use a range of feedback terms, outlining their strengths and weakness in relation to particular purposes. The context of prescribing does, as we have illustrated here, require a complex definition of feedback so that complex feedback solutions may be implemented in practice. We do not attempt to come to a definitive solution here, but instead seek through the open peer review process of this journal, thoughts from the wider medical education community, inviting them to share their observations and experiences of using feedback in practice.

**Take Home Messages**

- The term ‘feedback’ is often accompanied by implicit assumptions of unidirectionality, power differentials, and simple notions of error.
- Feedback delivered with the aim of optimising complex healthcare activities such as prescribing will need to take account of this complexity if it is to be effective.
- We invite discussion from the wider medical education community as to whether suitable alternative terminology exists or if ‘feedback’ might be re-constructed and re-defined for better use within complex clinical educational settings.
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